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Who we are.
It all started when we needed a distraction from our full time jobs. You know, sitting all day in 

front of your computer is not that satisfying. We searched for something nice to do that would 

allow us to use our hands and actually see the fruits of our labor firsthand. We both are quite 

handy and were quickly drawn to woodworking as our new hobby. Since then, our hobby has 

blossomed into the business of our dreams.

Daniel and Fredi
Our Founders

Daniel Fredi Lizz Carlos
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Conference Tables

Desks & Workspaces

Entry Tables & Benches

Shelving

Break Room Tables

Table Repair Services

What we do.

Atlanta Custom Tables offers businesses...

Why sacrifice form for function? At Atlanta Custom Tables, our mission is to handcraft 

one-of-a-kind wooden furniture pieces that are strong, practical, and beautiful. We utilize 

high-quality wood, live edge slabs, and eco-friendly epoxy resins to create pieces that are 

as unique as the customers they’re made for. Each piece is designed, built, and finished by 

our own hands in our 15,000 square foot Atlanta warehouse.
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Why choose us.
Tables are the centerpieces of any room. A table might be a place to hold meetings, work on 

important projects, or have midday meals. It may be your or your employees’ home away from 

home or greet your clientele when they visit your office. We want you to have a table that fulfills 

your unique needs, down to the size, type of wood, shape, finish, and height. It’s our privilege to 

put our world-class skills and experience to work for you and your business.

250+ Projects 
Completed

500+ Live Edge 
Slabs Available

26+ Leg Styles
Available

90% of Projects 
Are Custom
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What our clients say.

“Bruce and I are extremely grateful for all the countless hours Daniel, Fredi, and 

Lizz devoted to our new table and benches. Each piece is absolutely exquisite 

and creates a “Wow!” factor in our dining room! I’ve wanted a love edge table for 

a long time but never knew where to find one until I found Atlanta Tables. Daniel 

and Fredi have built an amazing business with their artistic skills and expertise. 

We just can’t thank them enough for sharing their talent! Our family will enjoy 

lasting memories around our new table for years to come!”

-Donna & Bruce

“I’m absolutely in love with my Brussels coffee table! Daniel worked with me step 

by step to ensure the table was exactly like we wanted. It holds a special place 

for us since we visited and fell in love with Brussels. We’re so excited to have our 

table as the centerpiece in our living room.”

-Elizabeth

“Atlanta Tables sent me frequent updates so I could see my table coming into 

existence. It was gorgeous to see the table come to life from a weathered piece 

of wood to my own dream table.”

-Samantha
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Custom furniture design process.

1. Decide what size you’d like.

Are you creating a table? Bench? Desk? Decide what 

size your project is! Size will influence pricing as well 

as which slabs are available to you.

2. Choose your wood.

We have hundreds of locally sourced slabs to choose 

from in several different species of wood! You can 

come pick exactly which slabs you’d like to use at our 

warehouse or we can send you photos of options.

3. Pick your epoxy color.

We can fill the knots and cracks in your wood with 

colorful (or clear!) epoxy. Choose one or more colors 

as a subtle accent or create a larger river or lake for a 

real WOW factor.
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4. Help pour your epoxy.

Be part of the process! If you’d like to help pour 

your own table and tell your friends, “I helped 

make that!” just let us know and we’ll let you 

borrow an apron.

5. Choose your legs.

Wood, steel, hairpin, pedestal, farmhouse style? 

We have lots of different options for the base of 

your table or other furniture piece. From coffee 

tables to bars to benches, we’ve got you covered!

6. Enjoy your new furniture!

We’ll sand, finish, and assemble your table. You 

can pick it up or have it delivered, then sit back, 

relax, and enjoy your new work of art!
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Our work.
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